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Introduction

Moving projects/libraries from one machine to another (or even working with more than one user on
one machine) sometimes can cause trouble: some effects seem to be missing.
In several cases within the FCP X user interface they seem to be available even at the right place
which makes it even more weird.
The reason for this is that FCP X always looks for the effect path used in the original document. This
path might not be available on the other machine or for the other user.
You can relink video, audio, stills etc. but you can't relink effects and this can be a problem.
Syncing the templates between users/machines is kind of tedious work and requires some caution.
Different from clips effects can't be relinked and so there is some potential for risk.
There are 2 places where templates are stored:
(Note "~" stands for the current user)
The FCP X way
~/Movies/Motion Templates/theType/someFolders (visible path in Finder)
The "classic" way
/Library/Application Support/Final Cut Pro/Templates/theType/someFolders (visible path in Finder)
If you modify or create a Motion template it will be stored by default at ~/Movies/Motion Templates/
theType/someFolders. That's fine in many cases since many FCP X users are a one man show.
Having more than 1 user working on the same project will make it more difficult – even if they work
on the same machine. The template is only available for the user who created it.
Here comes the second location option. If the template is stored in /Library/... it is available for all
users.

Here a recommendation from me.
If it is planned to work with different users/machines – even if not – the template should be saved first.
Applying a theme there is also recommend.
Don't use it directly in the project you are working on. Instead navigate to the template in Finder and
move it to the matching place in /Library/...and make sure you move the whole folder the template
needs. Then relaunch FCP X.
If you create some folders manually make sure they have a ".localized" extension.

Some personal thoughts.
While in the "FCPS legacy world" everything was more than simple while installing and handling
effects the 2011 release of FCP X and Motion 5 changed a working, completely easy to use and
reliable system, but the old system had restrictions.
Motion 5 opened up a completely new world of publishing effects – this made it possible to create and
publish hundreds maybe thousands of new effects either for free or paid.
Plugin developers had to follow this new route and therefore a complicated mix of installation paths
occurred right after this first release of FCP X and Motion 5. If Apple would have kept the old way
(there was no real need to change it) a lot of people might be happier and an application like X-FX
Handler never would have been needed in this complicated appearance it is now.
I hope Apple will change it's mind with a future update of Motion and use the "classic" path. Hopefully
plugin developers will follow.
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Other template installers
Commercial templates (free or paid) often come with their own installer. Some require a host app like
fcFactory or CHV. The location where they are installed differs. Some use the user location some the
global location. In any or most cases the user has no option to select where the template is installed.
If the template is installed at user level it's the same dilemma as above.
With FxFactory based templates the (other) user can launch FxFactory and install the missing template.
With other template installers the (other) user must run the installer again.

Some people share their projects via XML. I don't recommend that for complex projects cause several
parameters will be ignored when creating the XML and some of the left ones will be ignored during
import currently. For simple stuff though XML is highly effective and allows several options to fix
problems with Motion templates when sharing or moving projects (or libraries).
But in any case there is one thing where XML can help a real lot: template syncing.
You can create a XML. All assets and effects will be listed in the "resource" part of the XML. So you
can open the XML in TextWrangler (or something similar) and find the "effect" entries and their paths
(uids) manually. But this is both time consuming, boring and not effective.
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Template storage structure.
The XML for below template can contain either the user install path:
~/Titles.localized/Spherico/Some Sample Theme/Some Sample Title
Or it can contain the global path:
/Library/Application Support/Final Cut Pro/Templates.localized/Titles.localized/Spherico/Some Sample Theme/Some Sample Title

Basic installations
Within FCP X both types of installations don't make a difference.

That means that even if the same "Some Sample Title" template is stored in a different folder for on
the target Mac, the fact that the Final Cut Pro project from source Mac is looking for it in the original
folder will mean the effect will (seem to) be missing in the project running on the target Mac.
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This seems very odd when you can see "Some Sample Title" appearing in exactly the same place in
the effects browser in Final Cut on both Macs.

Installation variations
Below some more installation variations using the above example.

!
The Machine A,B,C, ... don't mean that these are necessarily different machines . Also the order
doesn't mean anything – A could be E, B could be C and so on.
The pale yellow types will always look the same inside FCP X. The grey ones will look slightly different but still appear at a kind of expected place inside FCP X and the differences are hardly noticed by
the user.
You see a lot of things might go wrong.
Make a good plan before you start with a project (library) or setting up a new machine or user.
If you start reorganizing at a later point of time keep your old projects and libraries in mind.
Making a backup of the user account upfront is highly recommended.
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Creating or modifying a template
Creating or modifying a template with Motion will create following relations.

!
Themes can be used across template types. This will make sense if you have a special type of
projects which always use the same set of templates (independent from template type).
If you have a lot of "home made" templates you also can use the same category for all of them.
One more note about Themes.
Themes don't influence anything within FCP X rather than the display in Effects Browser.
So if you're forced to create duplicates of templates you should change the theme to something like
"Duplicate effectName".
This allows to keep somehow order in a chaos.
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How X-FX Handler works

X-FX Handler uses the XML features of Final Cut Pro X.
It will extract the FX information (Motion Templates) out of the XML and list them. Usage of them for
every clip (in a timeline) is listed. Same can be done for fonts as well. Latter is pretty helpful since
FCPX will often enough replace missing fonts by “Helvetica” with a very small font size without notification.
There are 3 ways to use the application plus an extra option.
First get a list and then modify an existing XML (10.0.9 not recommended – 10-.1.x recommended).
The application scans the XML for any "effect" entry and the base settings.
The result will be listed in a table view showing what have been used how many times.
This information allows to get an overview of the FX used in your timeline which you won't have inside FCPX.
The application also allows the remove, disable and enable FX within the XML. The XML can be imported into FCPX again to have a copy of your original timeline with modified settings – might be
helpful for reviewing versions.
Second usage is to create a report about the used Motion Templates (using the licensed version)
This will scan the XML for used templates only and check the availability and the details.
You can save the report either as formatted text or as a tab text file for import into a data base.

During launch the application will scan the actual FxFactory library (probably other engines will follow) for the available plugins. The launch therefore will take a like bit longer than expected for such a
simple app.
Once the application is launched open a project fcpxml file by pressing cmd-O or just drag the the
XML to the application's icon.
To create a report press cmd-shift- O or just drag the the XML to the application's icon holding down
the shift key.
To check fonts used in effects you can just use the complete scan of the XML or extract fonts only.
The extra option will allow to create needed “Template Directories”. A common user error is to create
those with wrong or missing extensions. Using X-FX’s option to create those will ask for a password you must be an administrator to use this option.
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The interface.

Select the option you want to use or press the matching key combination.

Using the list and modify option.

!

The table shows how many times a special template or FX is used. The name, type and XML specific
type will be shown as well.
Clicking a column header will sort the FX ascending/descending according to the column clicked.
The type popup allows to filter the "FX Types" displayed.
The three buttons "Remove selected", "Disable selected" and "Enable selected" ("cmd-delete", "cmdoption-delete", "cmd-E") will do what the commands say.
You can use all FX, a group of FX or a single FX.
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A double-click on an FX will open a second window which show the "parent's name" of this FX and
whether it is enabled or not.
Some FX might not have a parent.

!
You also can open/close the above window by pressing "cmd-1"
With transitions it can be a bit confusing as they don't have an actual "clip parent" but can have a
"parent". They can be an "all-in-one" transition. Many of the transitions include a "one-click" transition
for both audio and video – so there will be 2 transitions. These are handled separately within the app.
Like the Audio Cross Dissolve below.

!
Selecting or changing the row in this window will set the clip's name to the clipboard.
This can be helpful to find the affected clips in FCPX.
The "Clip View" is a HUD floating window. So it overlays the FCPX interface and you can go/search
step by step to find an FX and the matching clip (the clipboard is always set to the selected clip
name).
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!
Another thing you can do within the "Clip View" window is to enable/disable FX selective.
A double-click will change the state of the selected FX.

!

!
All actions regarding "Remove", "Disable", "Enable" will be saved immediately to the XML.
So the XML can be opened with FCPX and FCPX will create a copy of your original sequence with
the modified settings – no harm done to the original.
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Reviewing used fonts option.
During the import of the XML file the app also searches for fonts.
They are listed by “Found” and “Name”. Selecting a font will display the “Motion Template(s)” which
do use the fonts.

Showing a font as disabled doesn't mean it is not available. FCPX uses some fonts which are built into
deeper levels of the OS. A upcoming version of the app will allow to search for those as well.
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Setting up the report option.
This option is “XML version independent” as it won’t change anything in the XML.
Selecting an fcpxml will create a new folder at the level the XML resides. It will be named same as
the XML extended by a “short date” extracted from the creation date of the XML.
The XML will be moved to this directory before processing it.
Within the preferences you can set up some additional options.

!
The “Save report in XML” folder will automatically save the report to the same folder the XML resides
in. Otherwise a save panel will ask you for a name and location where to save the report.
Using the “Compress report folder” will create a .zip archive of the report folder at the level
of the report folder. This can become handy if you want to send the whole stuff to a co-worker via
email or similar.
A final report folder might look like below.
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Checking for external templates.
During the scan the application will also scan the the FxFactory library – hopefully some other effect
engines soon – to extract several plugin informations which can be very helpful in case a plugin is not
found in the current FCP X installation.
FxFactory example:

!

All used external templates will be listed.

!

Clicking a table row with an FX will show details about the selected template.

!
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The search for matching effects runs thru several steps.
First the users are searched.
If some user on the machine has installed the effect the effect details will be displayed and the option
to synchronize users will be enabled.
In the current version the application then will search the FxFactory data base for effects first in case
FxFactory is installed.
If some effect or package is found the XFX application will try to retrieve more information from the
found effect or package.
If a download link is found it will be displayed. The link might not be the correct link for the effect
package but only a link to a more global installation.
In case none of the above finds any matches a “best guess” Google search string is created. This
can be pasted into your favorite browser or just opened from the application directly.

!

!
In case the template is found at another location on the boot drive it will be displayed in the details
when you have admin rights – XFX will ask you for a password upfront.
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!

For user installed paths in this case you can update the current user. FCP X should not be running.
Pressing the “Copy FX to Required Location” button the found template package will be copied to the
current user’s Motion Templates.
The interface will reflect those changes.

!
The details can be copied for further usage somewhere (Apple Pages example).
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Project Name

Some Collaborative Project

Project Date

20140808_104535

FX Name

Makeup Artist

Found

TRUE

Expected Path

~/Effects.localized/0A85C409-34EF-433A-84D4-DCC185550BFF.localized/
57417529-5011-48E9-8B0F-660EFCC1EF82.localized/
57417529-5011-48E9-8B0F-660EFCC1EF82.moef

Expected Path (Real)

~/Movies/Motion Templates.localized/Effects.localized/
0A85C409-34EF-433A-84D4-DCC185550BFF.localized/
57417529-5011-48E9-8B0F-660EFCC1EF82.localized/
57417529-5011-48E9-8B0F-660EFCC1EF82.moef

Displayed Path

~/Movies/Motion Templates.localized/Effects.localized/Sheffield
Softworks.localized/Makeup Artist.localized

Expected Installation
Type

Current User

Creation Date

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 3:53:39 PM

Modified

FALSE

Version

2.0.1

Theme

Makeup Artist

XML Build Version
Group/Creator

Sheffield Softworks

URL

http://www.noiseindustries.com/download/

Other Locations found

FALSE

As you see the expected path looks a bit weird. This is caused by the installation host (FxFactory in
this case). If the template is found at the right location X-FX Handler can resolve the path to a human
readable path – the displayed path in Finder.
In case the FX is not found X-FX Handler will search the current boot drive for the template and will
display optional paths – so maybe at another user or the Library.

Here an example what's stored in the XML:
~ / E f f e c t s . l o c a l i z e d / 0 A 8 5 C 4 0 9 - 3 4 E F - 4 3 3 A - 8 4 D 4 - D C C 1 8 5 5 5 0 B F F. l o c a l i z e d /
57417529-5011-48E9-8B0F-660EFCC1EF82.localized/
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This is obviously not very helpful at the first glimpse. It links to the wrong directory and also displays
a not human readable path to make sense.
Resolving the path (in case it is found) will result in:
~/Movies/Motion Templates.localized/Effects.localized/Sheffield Softworks.localized/Makeup Artist.localized
This looks more usable and can be used with "Find" in Finder/Spotlight to check whether the FX can
be found somewhere else.
BUT finally both paths are WRONG. None of them do exist in the file system!
(Note "~" normaly stands for the current user directory)
The first one points to the wrong directory: "~/Effects.localized" instead of "~/Movies/Motion Templates.localized/Effects.localized".
So FCP X does have it's own special UNIX paths aside from normal standard.
The second one points to the right directory, but the rest of the path is wrong:
"Sheffield Softworks.localized/Makeup Artist.localized" doesn't exist in the file system only in the
Finder/Spotlight system as extended metadata entry that's why it can be found by Spotlight's search
function.
The real path in this case is:
"~/Movies/Motion Templates.localized/Effects.localized/0A85C409-34EF-433A-84D4-DCC185550BFF.localized/57417529-5011-48E9-8B0F-660EFCC1EF82.localized/"

Creating a report
You have 2 options to create a report.
A formatted text file which might be handy to send along with the XML.
It could look like below. It is similar to the single info but it contains info about all
templates sorted by type.
Project
Some Collaborative Project
20140702_215112
Effects
FX Name:
Alex4D Timecode 35mm 4-perf
Found: false
Excepted Path: ~/Effects.localized/Alex4D/Alex4D Timecode 35mm 4-perf/
Alex4D Timecode 35mm 4-perf.moef
Displayed Path:
Expected Installation Type:
Current User
Creation Date:
Modified:
Version:
Theme:
Build Version:
Group/Creator:
Other Locations found: false
...
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Or a tab text file which can be imported into a data base. This can be helpful to track
“FX versions” across projects or project versions.

A final report folder might look like below.

Known issues
• The "/Library/..." to user account "move" currently is disabled. I have to put some work into it to
make sense.
• I don't have any information about how CHV .qtz files or others from this package are handled.
Hopefully I have some information soon.
• The interface still needs some polish – send me your suggestions.

Download the application
http://www.spherico.com/filmtools/X-Files/X-FXHandler/XFX%20Install.dmg
For further information contact:
Andreas Kiel
Nelkenstr. 25, D-76135 Karlsruhe
Phone: +49 721 597 846 16
eMail: kiel@spherico.com

Legal things
FxFactory is a trademark of Noise Industries LLC
Final Cut Pro is a trademark of Apple Inc.
Motion is a trademark of Apple Inc.
Google is a trademark of Google Inc.
All other mentioned or shown trademarks belong to their respective owners.
I am not responsible for any content shown on websites which are displayed using Google search
strings created from my application.
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